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In this paper the moments of the number of boundary crossing random variables associated with record 
values, partial maxima of i.i.d. random variables and extremes of uniform spacings are studied. In 
addition, the set of all almost sure limit points of properly normalised record values is also determined. 
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1. Introduction and summary 
Consider a sequence (X,,, n 3 1) of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
random variables (r.v.‘s) with a common distribution function (d.f.) F. Xj is called 
a record value (upper record value) of this sequence if X, > max(X,, X,, . . . , Xj_i), 
jz 2. By convention, we take X, as a record value. The epoch at which the nth 
record value occurs is known as the nth record time. The squence (L,, n 3 0) of 
record times is defined by 
Lo= 1, L,=min(j:j>L,_,,Xj>X,n_,), nzl. 
The nth record value is denoted by X L. or more conveniently by X(n). For the 
sequence (L,, n 3 0) to be well defined and to ensure that X(n) + cc a.s., we shall 
assume that F is continuous and F(x) < 1 for all real x. 
In the next section, we collect some preliminary results for future use. The 
remaining sections are devoted mainly for the study of the moments of the number 
of some boundary crossing random variables. In the third and fourth sections, the 
boundary crossings of record values and partial maxima are respectively considered 
and in the last section the boundary crossings of the kth largest of uniform spacings 
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are studied. The almost sure limit set of the nth record value is also found out in 
the third section. 
Sections 3 and 4 require some familiarity with regularly varying functions and 
also with classes I7 and r We refer the reader to De Haan [5], Feller [3] or Resnick 
[12]. However, we state the definitions of the classes lI and r as given in [6]. 
Class 1T: A non-decreasing function U(t), defined for t 2 0, belongs to the class 
II (written U E n) if there exist real functions a(t) > 0 and b(t) such that for all x > 0, 
f\i~ (U( tx) - b( t))/a( t) = log x. 
The functions a(t) and b(t) can be chosen as b(t) = U(t) and a(t) = U( t e) - U(t). 
Class r: A positive non-decreasing function U(t) belongs to the class r (written 
U E r) if there exists a function f: R + lQ+ (called the auxiliary function of U) such 
that for all x, 
lim U(t+ 
(‘00 xf(t))l U(t)=e”. 
In this case lim,,, f(x)/x = 0 and f may be chosen as f(x) = jg U(t) dt/ U(x). 
In the last section we consider uniform spacings. Let X,, X2,. . . , X,_, be i.i.d. 
r.v.‘s having uniform distribution over [0, l] and let Xc,,, Xc2), . . _, XCn_lj be the 
corresponding order statistics. Put S, = X(r), S, = Xcjj - Xcj_,), j = 2, 3, . . . , n - 1, 
and S, = 1 - Xcn_,). S, , S,, . . . , S, are called uniform spacings. 
The number of boundary crossings related to SLLN and LIL have been studied 
by several authors in the literature, e.g., Slivka [ 141, Slivka and Sever0 [15], Stratton 
[16] and Lai and Lan [8]. The above authors have considered the number of 
boundary crossings of IS,,1 and S, related to SLLN and LIL where S,, is the partial 
sum of i.i.d. random variables. Vishnu Hebbar [17] considered the number of 
boundary crossings of the maximum of absolute partial sums of i.i.d. r.v.‘s related 
to SLLN and LIL whereas the almost sure limit points and the number of boundary 
crossings related to SLLN and LIL for record times, inter-record times and the 
number of record values were studied by Nayak [9]. The boundary crossings of the 
sample extremes of an i.i.d. sequence were studied by the same author in [lo]. 
Recently, Gut [3] has considered the rates of convergence for record times and the 
number of records among X, , X,, . . . , X,, when the variables in the basic sequence 
are i.i.d. and continuous. 
Throughout this paper, Y,, denotes a gamma random variable with 
density e-xx”-‘/(n-l)!, x>O, and $(x)=1-+(x) where 4(x)= 
SF,= (l/a) exp(-$y*) dy. The integrated hazard function is denoted by R(x) and 
its inverse by R-‘(x). Thus R(x)=-log(l-F(x)), --CO<X<CO and R-‘(x)= 
inf(y: R(y) > x), 0 < x < co. D with a suffix denotes a positive generic constant 
which may have different values in different appearances. A function varying slowly 
at infinity is denoted by L with or without a suffix. The fact that X and Y have the 
same distribution is written as X 2 Y and a, - b, as n + ~0 means lim,,, a,/ b, = 1. 
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2. Some preliminaries 
Some of the repeatedly used results are recorded in this section for easy reference. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X(n) be the nth record value in a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with a 
common continuous distribution function F. Then 
R(X(n)): U,+U,+~~~+U,, n=0,1,2 ,..., 
where U,, U,, . . . , U,, are i.i.d. exponential r.v.‘s with common probability density emx, 
x > 0. 
Proof. See Resnick [ll]. 0 
Lemma 2.2. 
-x2/2 
-- 
&x, kx as x-+00. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let (X,,, n 2 1) be a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with EX, = 0 and EX: = u2. 
Let S, =Cy Xi. If E]XP]<co for somep (2<ps3), then 
supl4(x) - PCS, ~a&x)/< C*(p, Yp, EIXl]P)n-(P-2)‘2, x 
where C*(p, 0, 7) is a universal constant depending only on p, 8 and 7. 
Proof. See Katz [7]. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let (U,, n 2 1) be an increasing sequence of r.v.‘s such that almost surely 
lim sup,,, Z, = d, and lim inf,,, Z,=d,(d,<d,)whereZ,,=(U,-a,)/b,and(a,) 
and (b,) (b, > 0) are sequences of real numbers. Let C, ( 0) = a, + Bb, where 0 is real. 
If for d, < 0, < 8,~ d2 we have C,,(@,) > C,,+,(e,) for all n 2 m, then every point of 
the interval [d,, d2] is a limit point of Z,,. 
Proof. Similar to that of Corollary in Deo [l]. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let L> 0 vary slowly at infinity. 7’he integral jy ypL( y) dy converges or 
diverges according as p < - 1 or p > - 1. 
Proof. See Feller [3, p. 2731. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let (X,,, n 2 1) be a sequence of r.v.‘s such that almost surely 
lim sup,,, X, = a and lim inf,,, X,, = b where a and b (b < a) are real numbers. 
For any 61> 0, put 
az cc 
X(d) = c Jx,>o+a} and Y(a) = C 4x,+-a), 
IT=, n=, 
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where IA is the indicator function of the set A. Let I( t, a) =Cy=:=, n’-‘P(X,, > a +a). 
Then we have the following. 
(a) IfI(t,,a)<coforsomet,(t,~l) thenforaZlO<ASt, wehaveEX”(d)<a. 
(b) IfZ(to,a)=coforsome t,(O<t,<l), thenforallhat, wehaveEXA(a)=co. 
Similar statements apply to Y(a) by defining I( t, a) =Crzp=, n”P( Y,, < b-a). 
Proof. The proof may be supplied by proceeding on the lines of Slivka and Sever0 
[15] for part (a) and Slivka [14] for part (b). 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let k z 1 be a fixed integer and let a,, + 0 be such that a,, log n + w as 
n + 00. If k, is the kth largest among the uniform spacings S, , Sz, . . . , S,, then 
(a) P(nk,/log n> l+a,)-n~k”~~/k! as n+co, 
(b) P(nk,,/log n < 1 -a,,)- n(k-l)an exp(-n”n)/(k- l)! as n+co. 
Proof. See Devroye [2]. 0 
3. Record values 
As mentioned in the introduction, we assume that F is continuous and F(x) < 1 
for all real x. Assuming that R-’ E r with auxiliary function f (t) = c-‘(2 t log log t)1’2, 
0 < c < 00, De Haan and Resnick [6] proved that almost surely 
lim_zp X(n)/ R-‘( n) = ec, (3.1) 
lim infX(n)/R-‘(n)=e-‘. 
n-00 
(3.2) 
If R(x) has a regularly varying derivative r(x) with exponent of variation p > -1, 
then by the same authors we have almost surely, 
limsupU,,=l and liminfU,=-1, 
n+oo n+az 
where 
U,, =(X(n)- R-‘(n))r(R-‘(n))/(2n log log n)“2. 
Hence for any a > 0, the random variables defined by 
N(a) =.F ~.+)>(.G+~w(~)), 
N2(a) = i3 ~X(n)<(e~‘~a)R~l(n)), 
Ma) =Z Ifu,,>l+aj. 
N4(a) =Y? IIU,,<--l-dl, 
are proper random variables. In the theorems below, we study the moments of 
Ni(a), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and also the set of limit points of X(n)/R-‘(n). 
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose F(x) is continuous and F(x) < 1 for all real x. If R-’ E r with 
auxiliaryfunctionf(t)=c-‘(2t loglog t)1’2, O<C<OO, thenforallA>O,d>O wehave 
EN:(a) = co. 
Proof. Let 0 < E G 1 be given. Choose t such that 0 < t i $E and put p = 2 + E. We have 
Cn’-‘p(X(n)>(e’+a)R-‘(n))=Cn’-‘P(Y,+,>a,) 
=CA,+C I%, 
where 
a,, = R((e’+a)R-‘(n)), 
A,=n,-l p Y,+,--n--l,a,--n--l (( AT-i &z-l ) -4anz’)) 
and 
Now, 
< c* c nr-I-E/2 (by Lemma 2.3) 
<Co. 
Thus 2 A, is absolutely convergent and hence is convergent. Since R-’ E r with 
auxiliary function f( t) = c-‘(2t log log t)“2, we have (see De Haan and Resnick [6, 
p. 5301) for all x > 0, 
fii&R(tx)-R(t))/(2R(t) loglog R(t))“‘=(logx)/c. (3.3) 
This implies that 
(a, -n)/&- ((log x)/c)(2 log log n)“2 as n + 00, 
where x = ec + a > 1. Applying Lemma 2.2, we have for n 2 II,,, 
B, > D,/n’-‘(log n)“(log log n)“’ where a = (1+ e)2(log x)*/c’. 
The behaviour of C B,, is the same as that of 
I 
‘x 
I, = x’-‘(log x)-“(log log x))“~ dx. 
D2 
. 
Putting y = log x, we observe that I, = 00. Thus 1 B, = 00 and an application of 
Lemma 2.6(b) completes the proof. q 
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Remark 3.1. One can also use the Berry-Esseen theorem (see [3, p. 5211) to show 
that 1 lAnl <co. 
Theorem 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 we have for all A > 0, 
EN;(d) 
<Co if a>e-‘, 
=cO if O<d<e-‘. 
Proof. Case (i): as ee’. Put a,=R((eC-a)R-‘(n)) and notice that a,/n+O as 
n + 00. Hence, given any &I (0~ &I < 1) we can find an n, such that for all n 2 n, 
we have a,/n < el. This implies that CF (an/n)“’ is convergent for all n 2 n, . 
For any t 2 1, we have 
n”P(X(n) < (ee’ -a)Rp’(n)) 
=n ‘+lJY Y,+l < a,) 
r-1 -as =n e IF ar/m! 
Wl=n+, 
=n t-I-a,,/logn f aY/m! 
ITI=*+, 
n I-I-aJlogn VI+1 a, = 
(n+l)! ( 
clz m 
l+Lr (n+2)(n+3)a.“. . (n+m+l) > 
n r--lkl,,/logn II+1 00 
< 
(n+l)P” 
C (a,lnY 
WI=0 
= ~jnf-lk+wa”,+’ 
(n+l)! 
for all n 2 n, . 
Using Stirling’s approximation, for all n 2 n, > n, , the above expression is less than 
D4n’-2kzJlognan+l 
n en/n 
n+l/2 _ - D,n - I 5/2--n+a,,--n~(n+l) logan)/log n 
Note that 
n+(a,-n-(n+l)loga,)/logn 
n 
= log n ( )C - logn+:-I-(l+i)loga.) 
+a3 as n-a. 
Thus for any M > t -+ we can find a n3 > n2 such that for all n 2 n3, 
n ‘-‘P(X(n) < (e-’ -a)R-‘(n)) < D4n*-M-5’2. 
Hence 
Cn ‘-‘P(X(n)<(e-‘-a)R-‘(n))<a 
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for all a 3 e-’ and in view of Lemma 2.6(a) it follows that EN:(d) < GJ for all A > 0 
and a 2 ee’. 
Case (ii): 0 <a < e-‘. Put x = e-’ --d. Let 0 < .e2 G 1 be given. Let p = 2 + E* and 
choose t such that 0 < t < $E~. We have 
1 n’+‘P(X(n)<xR-‘(n)) =I n’-‘P(Y,+,<a,) 
=C&+C&, 
where 
a, = R(xK’(n)), 
A”=n’-l p yn+,-n-1< (( JiTi y&l> -4( un&‘)) 
and 
Note that 
=$ c* c nr-l-q2 (by Lemma 2.3) 
It remains to prove that 1 B, = 00. From (3.3) we have 
a, - n -- 
J;; ( > 
+ (2 log log n)“2 as n+oo. 
Since 0 <x < 1, we notice that 
a,-n-l a, - n 
&T-l -J;;+-O” 
as n+a. 
The behaviour of 1 B, is the same as that of C nfP1&((n + 1 - u,)/m). But this 
can be shown to be divergent by applying Lemma 2.2 and proceeding as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. From Lemma 2.6(b) it follows that EN,“(d) = cc for all A > 0 
and O<a<eC. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, the set of all almost sure limit 
points ofX( n)/R-‘( n) is the closed interval [e-‘, e’]. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.4 with a, = 0, b, = R-‘(n), C,,(0) = OR-‘(n), d, = e-’ 
and d2 = ec. Let e-’ < 8, < e2 < e’. Since R-’ E r with auxiliary function f(t) = 
c-‘(2t log log ty, O<C<CO, we have (see [6, p. 5301) R-‘(x)= V(H,(x)), where 
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V(x) = XL(X) is a regularly varying function with exponent of variation unity and 
H,(x) = exp(jz c(2t log log t))“2 dt). Notice that Z&(x)/&(x + 1) -+ 1 as x + CO. 
Hence for any slowly varying function L we have (see Resnick [12, Proposition 0.8, 
p. 221) L(H,( n))/ L(H,(n + 1)) + 1 as n + co. Consider 
02 +- 
0, 
as n-+oo. 
Thus, given any .z3 (0~ ag< e2/0, - 1) we can find n4 such that 
Cn(&) 02 
>--E3>1 fOral nana. 
Cn+,(W 4 
An application of Lemma 2.4 implies that every point in the closed interval [e-‘, e”] 
is a limit point of X(n)/R-‘(n). That no point outside this interval is a limit point 
follows from (3.1) and (3.2). The proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 3.4. If R(x) has a regularly varying derivative r(x) with exponent of variation 
p>-1, thenforallA>Oand a>0 wehaveEN”(a)=co,i=3,4. 
Proof. Let r(x) = x”Ll(x). From Lemma 1.2.2 of [5], it follows that R(x) = 
x’+~L~(x). Hence (see Resnick [12, Proposition 0.8, p. 221) we have R-‘(x) = 
x”‘+~L~(x) and r(R-‘(x)) = x~‘(~~~)L~(x). 
Let us first consider N3(a). Put 
a, = R(R-‘(n)+b,) 
where 
b,=(l+a)(2nloglogn)1’2/r(RP1(n)) 
and d > 0. By Lagrange’s mean value theorem we have 
a,-n=R(R-‘(n)+b,)-R(R-‘(n)) 
= b,r(B,) (where R-‘(n) < ~9~ <b,, + R-‘(n)) 
= (1-t a)(2n log log n)1’2r( 0,) 
r(R-l(n)) ’ 
Observe that b,/ RP’( n) -+ 0 as n + co and hence 0,/R-‘(n) + 1 as n -+ 00. Since r(x) 
is regularly varying it follows that ([ 12, p. 221) r( 0,)/ r( R-‘( n)) + 1 as n + ~0. Thus 
y-- (1 +a)(2 log log n)“’ as n+co. (3.4) 
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Let 0 < aq < 1 be given. Put p = 2 + aq and choose t such that 0 < t < ;F~. We have 
Cn f-‘~(X(n)>R-‘(n)+b,)=~n’-‘P(Y,+,>a,) 
=C An+C Bm 
where 
Y II+, -n-l 
VGFi 
and 
In view of Lemma 2.3, it follows that 
< C” c *t-l-E,/2 
Using (3.4) and Lemma 2.2, one can show that 1 B, =03. It now follows that (by 
Lemma 2.6(b)) EN:(a) = 00 for all A > 0 and a> 0. 
EN, may be handled in a similar way with slight changes. In this case 
a, = R(R-l(n) - b,) 
where 
and 
b, = (1 +a)(2n log log n)“‘/r(R-l(n)) 
a, - n 
-----(l+~)(210glogn)1’2 as n+co. 
fi 
In place of &((a, -n)/&), we consider +((a, - n)/h) in A,, and B, and in 
handling C B, the symmetry of the standard normal distribution is made use of. 
We obtain that EN,“(d) = cc for all A > 0 and a> 0. 0 
Remark 3.2. Examples of distributions satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and 
3.4 are given by De Haan and Resnick 161. 
4. Partial maxima 
In this section, we consider a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with a common continuous 
d.f. F which is strictly increasing and F(x) < 1 for all real x. Let M, = 
max(X, , X2,. . . , X,,) and define a function b(y) by 1 - F( b( y)) = l/y, y > 0. Put 
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b, = b(n). Assuming the convergence of 57 (1 - F(( 1 - a)~))-’ dF(x) for all a > 0, 
Resnick and Tomkins [ 13, Theorem 1, p. 3881 have shown that M,,/ b, + 1 a.s. Hence 
for every d> 0, the random variable defined by N5(a) = 1 I~M,,,(l+a)h,,~ is a proper 
random variable. The moments of N5(a) are studied in this section. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that F(x) is continuous and strictly increasing with F(x) < 1 
for all real x. Zf 1 - F(( 1 +a)b( y)) is regularly varying at infinity with exponent of 
variation -p(a)(p(a) > 1) then 
EN: (a) 
<co forp(a)>2 and O<A<p(a)-1, 
=oo for 1 <p(a) < 2 and A > p(a) - 1. 
Proof. We first observe that the regular variation of 1 - F(( 1 +a)b( y)) implies the 
convergence of (T (1 - F(( 1 - a)x))-’ dF(x) f or all a > 0 so that Ns(a) is a proper 
random variable. Let 1 - F( (1 + a) b( y)) = y-p(d)l(a, y). Lemma 2.5 implies the con- 
vergenceof~~(1-F((1+a)b(y)))dywhichimpliesthatof~(1-F((1+a)b,))for 
all a > 0. This implies that 5: (1 - F(( 1 - a)x))-’ dF(x) is convergent for all a > 0 
(see [13, p. 3891). 
Since n(l-F((l+a)b,))+O as n+co, we have 
l-F”((l+a)b,)-n(l-F((l+a)b,)) as n+a. 
Hence 
n’-‘P(M,>(l+a)b,) -n’(l-F((l+a)b,)) (as n-+m) 
=n r-p(d)L(a, n). 
Thus, for t # p(a) we observe that C n’-‘P(M, > (1 +a)b,) behaves like 
KY fPp(a’L( y, a) dy (= I say) where b is sufficiently large. 
Case (i): p(a)> 2. Choose t such that 1 G t < p(d) - 1. Then I < ~0 in view of 
Lemma 2.5 and hence an application of Lemma 2.6(a) gives EN:(a) < ~0 for 
ocA<p(a)-1. 
Case (ii): 1 <p(a) < 2. In this case we choose t such that p(a) - 1 < t < 1. Then 
I = cc and hence from Lemma 2.6(b), EN:(a) = cc for all A > p(a) - 1. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. q 
Example 4.1. Let 1 - F(x) = exp(-xc), x > 0 where c is a positive constant. Then 
b(y) = (logy)? y > 0, and p(a) = (1 +a)“. It follows that 
EN: (a) 
<cc ifa>2l”-1 and Och <(l+a)“-1, 
=cc if O<a<2’/’ -1 and A>(l+a)‘-1. 
Example 4.2. Let 1 - F(x) = 6(x). By Lemma 2.2, it follows that 
exp(-+b’(y))--v’%b(y)/y as y+oo 
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which implies that 
b(y)-(210gy)“2 as y+oo 
and 
I- FCC1 +a)N_Y)) -
A. (WY))(‘+‘+~ as y~co 
p+J)2 9 
where A = (1 + a))1(2~)J(Jt2)‘2. Hence p(d) = (1-t a)’ and 
EN: (8) 
<a if a>fi-l and O<h <a(a+2), 
=CO if O<a<&-1 and A >a(a+2). 
5. Extremes of uniform spacings 
Let k, be the kth largest among the uniform spacings S, , S2,. . . , S,, defined in the 
introduction where k is a fixed integer. It is known (see Devroye [2]) that almost 
surely 
lim sup V, = l/k and lim inf W, = c 
n-C.2 n+‘x 
where c E [-log 2,0], 
V, = (nk, -log n)/(2 log log n) 
and 
W, = nk,, -log n + log log log n. 
It now follows that almost surely, lim inf,,, V, = 0. These results imply that N,(d), 
i = 6, 7, 8 are proper random variables where for a > 0, 
N,(d) =c l{“,,>llk+J)r N,(a) = c I{ W,,<c-Jt 9 Ns(a) =c Ztv,,<-a). 
In the theorem below, the moments of N,(a), i=6, 7, 8, are studied. 
Theorem 5.1. For all A > 0, a> 0 we have EN”(d) = 00. i = 6, 7 and for all A > 0, 
EN;(a) 
<Co if a>& 
=CC if O<d<$. 
Proof. Let us first consider N6(a). In view of Lemma 2.6(b) it is sufficient to show 
that C n’-iP( V, > a+ l/k) = co for 0 < t < 1. Choose t such that 0 < t < 1 and then 
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choose Ed such that 0 < .z5 < t. Let n5 be such that for all n 2 n5, 2( 1+ ka) x 
(log log n)/log n < Em. Put a, = 2(~3+ l/k)(log log n)/log n. From Lemma 2.7(a) we 
have 
n”P( V,>a+l/k)= n’-‘P 
nk 
n-l>a, 
log n > 
n r-1-kan 
-p (as n+oo) 
k! 
1 
=k!n - 1 r+Z(l+kd)(log log n)/log n 
1 
> 
k! nl-t+fs for all nan,. 
ThusCn”P(V,>d+l/k)=ooforO<t<l. 
N,(a) can be handled in a similar way by using Lemma 2.7(b). 
Let us now consider Ns(a). From Lemma 2.7(b) we have 
n’-‘~( V, < +) _ nr-l+(k-l)rr~~-n”.llog n as n +co, 
where a, = (2d log log n)/log n. Note that as n + ~0, 
-(k- l)a, +-!!$+ C0 if a>” 
0 if O<a<f. 
It follows that 
Cn ‘_‘P( v, < -a) 1 <ox ifa>;, =oo if O<a<&. 
An application of Lemma 2.6 completes the proof. 0 
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